
TECHNICAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Simply put, technical project management is the process of managing IT or IT- related projects. Technical project
managers are critical to the conception.

Jon Simmons Corey Apar, 33, love for organization and for music made her a perfect fit for her current role.
Join Monster to get personalized articles and job recommendationsâ€”and to help recruiters find you. Games
design and production and many tech projects can be a chaotic process, with individuals or small teams
responsible for different parts of the puzzle. Like a modern day puppet master, the technical project manager
pulls these strands together and ensures they are all working smoothly. The Architect shall also support the
evaluation of the project effect assessing if the Business Value delivered meets the project Business Case. This
makes the Architect a valuable asset in project management contributing with a unique perspective on
planning, estimation and risks which may not be apparent to an Administrative Project Management. You will
have the chance to network with clients, vendors, and in-house personnel as well as form a dream team of
experts for each project to maximize resources and efficiency. This can depend on the organization or
geographical culture in different countries, or even the size of the project. Technical Project Management is a
broad area and each project is unique and roles can be formed differently depending on the given project. Who
is it probably not for? Support is also given to Administrative Project Management in the broader project
planning. Top candidates should have excellent problem-solving skills with at least three years of management
experience in development work and customer interaction. But what is a technical project manager?
Depending on the project organization the Architect may work in an advisory capacity to Administrative
Project Management or may even have a mandate to make decisions regarding specific areas of the project. In
all cases, they have some technical knowledge or background. People who like to focus on one thing at a time,
from start to completion. Add a post to the internal blog like an internal product launch so other teams know
what's being worked on and contributors feel appreciated. Technical Project Management differs from
Administrative Project Management in that specific knowledge about technologies, applied methodologies and
development models are required to ensure success in planning, estimation and execution of the project.
Technical project managers are tasked with managing projects with top-down oversight from inception to
completion. Sub-Capabilities Project Planning and Organization Understanding the organization of a project
including stakeholders, groups, roles and responsibilities. The IT branch is dynamic and tools, standards and
business requirements have a high rate of change. This poses a real challenge for IT projects and
Administrative Project Management particularly in long term projects. Send us your CV now or view all
current project management jobs. Develop comprehensive project plans that merge customer requirements
with company goals and coordinate various managers and technical personnel during all project phases, from
initial development through implementation. Technical Project Manager Job Description Template Job
Summary Are you ready to take your career to the next level and help lead a cutting-edge company into a
bright future? Teams we interact with mostly; this differs for totally new product areas where everyone would
interact a lot and job boundaries would be blurred : BPMs â€” marketing, strategy, sales, account managers,
CS, UX. Clearly, technical project managers are in high demand. You might have to persuade the
development team to redo part of their work, or explain to senior management why they should allocate more
budget. If you are ready to steer high-level projects to success, we are excited to have you on our team. Your
technical project manager job description should contain information regarding the qualities and skills the
most qualified candidates will possess. In general we would expect a Administrative Project Management to
have overall responsibility for the project and the Technical Project Management performing a supporting role
in the many aspects of project management. How is this skill used by the architect in daily activities? People
who are not technical at all, and would be more comfortable on the business side. And what does being a
technical project manager actually involve? Review proposed modifications on project plans, including
meeting with interested parties to approve and implement beneficial changes. Working with a project requires
that we have clear goals, a defined scope and a definite start and end. Communicate proactively with all
involved personnel to provide encouragement, identify problems, create solutions, and implement efficiency
improvements. The Architect will also describe the consequences of changes and support Administrative
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Project Management in mitigating risks. They should have the ability to anticipate the needs of future projects
by communicating with clients and staying abreast of relevant shifts in the industry. Pentasia recruits mid to
senior level technical project management professionals for the gaming, gambling and digital sector. A
technical PM is just one that works on technical projects, right? Get feature demos with the BPMs; provide
early feedback and course-correct if needed; accept stories i. Well, in most companies, yes. This may mean
that Architect will have to balance and prioritize the most important aspects of the architecture to fit with the
project budget and resources. Proven Practices Describe why an architect should be involved in this skill at a
corporate level The Architect often provides the link between business and IT and a comprehensive
understanding of the complexity of IT initiatives.


